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1. Abstract  
 
The Neighbor program is a dialogue, a research as 
practice project aimed at connecting art and design 
institutions within the South-East Asian region. The 
program’s aims include creating channels for dialogue, 
forming mutual networks to organize exchange programs, 
and creating cultural collisions within this academic and 
professional potpourri. The program focuses on art and 
design and emphasizes their socio-cultural aspects. It sets 
out to provide a non-elitist platform upon which lecturers 
and students from the arts and other areas of expertise can 
participate, converse and respond to different ideas and 
dialogues be these local or foreign. Neighbor was 
established in 2009. The intention was to start small; a 
potential project for different art and design educational 
institutions to experiment and learn about one another 
and, in the process, to develop a sustainable and active 
academic community.  
 
2. Introduction 
 
Due to the rapid growth of information and 
communication technology, people are able to access to 
social network anywhere and anytime. Now people look 
online to exchange new information every day. For 
example, There are now over 800 million Facebook users 
worldwide. As of June 30 2011, the figures for South East 
Asia were as follows: 
 
  

Number 
Age of user 

18-24 25-34 35-54 
Singapore 2,488,900 30.37% 32.52 % 21.89% 
Thailand 10,612,380 38.77% 35.86% 12.71% 

Malaysia 11,221,040 38.32% 32.19 % 13.57% 
 
Regarding to the statistics, there is the huge gap between 

age between 10-34 and 35-54. This shows the 
communication methods in the class room create a gap 
between teacher and student, especially at University 
level. The university student are keen to expand their 
personal networks, known as Egocentric networks by 
Social network analysis, and to collect different 
information to know what is ‘over there’. In terms of the 
social aspect people talk less to each other. For example 
in my seminar class, students are afraid to speak and 
exchange and share ideas about their projects. It is not 
only because of English language, but also it is from their 
social attitude. They prefer to exchange information with 
online friends.   
 
At the governmental level Southeast Asian countries are 
preparing for greater commercial and social integration 
though the AAFT (ASEAN Free Trade Area) agreement 
due in 2015. Given this development, it is important that 
educational institutions in the region exchange 
knowledge with each other, develop new forms of 
collaboration and map out ideas for the sustainable 
development of creative economy within region.  
 
In Bangkok April 2009, I had the opportunity to meet 
with the Malaysian Designer Joseph Foo and Chung Wei 
Fung from Dasein Art Academy, Malaysia. At this 
meeting we informally exchanged ideas about art, design, 
culture and education in the South East Asian region. 
Local art and design educational institutions have focused 
on importing knowledge from the outside of region rather 
sharing knowledge within it. In this way, there is a 
tendency to import an ‘international’ outlook rather than 
project distinctive identities out to the world. The 
Neighbor program seeks to address this issue and, by 
working collectively, to ask: what is distinctive about art 
and design in the region; what does it mean to be a South 
East Asian designer; and, does design have a distinctive 
value in the Neighbor region?  



 
The major aim of the program is to investigate how such 
a community might be made to work in a South East 
Asian context. Given this, the project approach is 
informed by action research. As Gilmore notes, “Action 
research […] aims to contribute […] the practical 
concerns of people in an immediate problematic 
situation.” iv 
 
3. Action as a tool for research  
3.1 Neighbor Program Dialogue 
 
In 2010, the School of Architecture and Design, 
KMUTT, hosted the “Neighbor Program; Dialogue” from 
October 6th to 8th. The Program invited a range of artists, 
designers and educators from Malaysia, Singapore and 
Thailand to share ideas. The theme of the dialogue was 
“Do you know your Neighbor?” 
 
As a result, the participant from Singapore has never visit 
Thailand and most of had hardly traveled in the region. 
This was also the first time that most had had face-to-face 
pan-national discussions focused on art and design 
education, cultural work and academic development.  
Significantly, it became clear that whilst each school had 
established and was expanding academic international 
connections – notably in Asia, Europe and USA – there 
was no linkage between neighbors inside the region. This 
discussion brought to light the odd situation that whilst 
we knew that we were neighbors and had much to 
discuss, we had not met and talked to each other. The 
need for a Southeast Asia Design and Art community 
became clear.      
  

  

Fig. 1  Neighbor Dialogue, October 6, 2010, Bangkok, 
Thailand 
 
The meeting’s methodology was dialogue. Through face-
to-face and open communication, discussion grew 
organically and missing social and cultural links and 
problems brought to light. Even small talk brings with it 
great opportunities to study and learn from others. 
Especially rich in multicultural context, Southeast Asia 
has a dynamic texture and history, in which able to create 

the sustainable academic community.  
 
3.2 Neighbor Objectives  
 
Neighbor hopes to play an important role in future to help 
shaping and documenting Southeast Asian culture 
through networking and education, we are determined to 
see this project as; 
 
1. A network to encourage closer relationship  
With the support from all, Neighbor could build a 
network where art and design institutions from Southeast 
Asia could make connections with one another, creating 
opportunities for academic affiliation, cross-cultural 
events, guest lecturer visits, school visits and so on. 
 
2. A platform to share among one another 
Southeast Asia is a region with shared history (post 
colonialism, Cold War) and culture (China and India, 
Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Confucianism, 
Taoism, ISLAM), yet despite staying next to each other, 
local art and design institutions seemed to import more 
knowledge from the outer region rather than sharing 
knowledge within. Neighbor would like initiate 
intercultural reciprocity and make this central to art and 
design education in the region. 
 
3. A hub for design and art education (an archive) 
Southeast Asia has a rich legacy of tradition and history. 
There remain many visual cultures that are left 
undocumented or scattered due to the lack of institutional 
archives. Neighbor could, therefore, support like-minded 
initiatives, thus becoming a hub linking researchers, art 
and cultural workers, image makers and students to 
compile and document the visual culture of Southeast 
Asia. 
 
4. A “research as practice” project on Southeast Asia’s 
visual culture 
Exchange programs or workshops could be initiated to 
invite art and design students of Southeast Asia to team 
up for a research project under the coordination of a 
supervisor. This project could result in an exhibition 
touring around the region whereby students have the 
opportunity to share their discovery (in the form of 
interpretation [artwork], documentation [documentary], 
or new opinions [thesis]) from a place to another. 
 
4. Action Research Plan and Project  
4.1 Neighbor activities,2010 
 
Participant institutes: 
- King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi,  
School of Architecture and Design,  Bangkok, Thailand 
- Dasien Academy of Art in Malaysia 
- Lassalle College of Art in Singapore 
 
The Neighbor camp: The camp would suggest an issue 
where the students (of different countries) would need to 



collaborate to develop and propose solutions for or 
responses to the issue concerned.  
 
Online discussion: The process could continue even after 
the camp. It could last for approximately 3 months, under 
the supervision of a guest lecturer.  
 
Neighbor Exhibition: be held, curated by another guest, 
and would tour around the region so that participating 
students can travel to other Neighbor countries to conduct 
sharing sessions. 
 
However to, given the different academic calendars of 
each institution, synchronizing the activities proved 
difficult. Moreover, given the emphasis on cultural 
exchange, it was clear that direct communication would 
be the most appropriate way to build the experience. 
 
Singapore: 
1st semester August – November  
2nd Semester January – May  
 
Thailand:  
1st Semester June – October  
2nd Semester November – March 
 
Malaysia:  
1st Semester January – March 
2nd Semester April – June 
3rd Semester July – September  
4th Semester October – December  
 
The solution was to set up Neighbor camps during the 
weekend period to avoid interfering with the class 
schedules from the three initial countries. This proposal 
led us naturally form the Neighbor community using the 
simple concept of “the person who live next door”. The 
advantage of being someone’s neighbor is proximity.  
 
4.2 Neighbor workshop  
 
The first project is survey the provision shop (Grocery 
store) among the region. The brief was proposed by 
Lassalle College of Art, Singapore. The camp began in 
Bangkok, Thailand on December 2010 and ended in 
Malaysia on March 2011 as the first Neighbor Exhibition.  
 
Through December to March, participating students 
developed their project through online discussion and 
prepared the project for exhibition.  
 
5. Reflection  
 
The result of the activity able to build up the closer 
relationship among the student, especially compare with 
the workshop with foreign institute. The student talk and 
discuss in English among South East Asian is a 
successful approach. Therefore student realized of  
importance of own cultural and social understanding 

among South East Asia Community. After this event, 
student is more easily traveling and exploring the 
network as ongoing activities. (Mobility) In terms of the 
Academic network, a university in Indonesia join 2nd 
Neighbor workshop. Therefore stuff exchange among 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand also happened during the 
period and keep exploring the network. However there is 
the main issue of social network system, in which 
difficult to keep participating this activity after separated 
each other. Simply Academic schedule is not much well 
this kind of activities at the moment.  
 

 

Fig. 2  Neighbor Camp, December 2010, Ampawa, 
Thailand. Group picture 

 
 Fig. 3 Neighbor Camp, December 2010, Ampawa, 
Thailand. City walk 

 

Fig. 4  Project discussion, December 2010, Bangkok, 
Thailand 



  
Figure 5: Project development, March 2011, Bankok, 
Malaysia 
 

  
Fig. 6  Neighbor exhibition, March 2011, “Same,same but 
different”, Malaysia  
 
6. Conclusion   
 
In 2011, Mr.Chainarong Indharameesup raised a number 
of important issues about contemporary education. In his 
power point presentation  ‘Education is Meant for 
Credentials Rather than Quality, Classification & 
Differentiation rather than EQUITY, he argued that, “We 
need a new ideology about the developing education and 
designing reform “A Change of Mindset” 
 
The Neighbor program is still in its early stages. It is 
beginning to reinvestigate the value of art and design in 
the Southeast Asia community. Although it is a small step 
it is has the potential to be a significant one. Through 
workshops students and teachers realize the importance 
of reflective practice and the socio-cultural contexts of art 
and design. Significantly, they come to see the 
importance of investigating the value of their own and 
neighboring cultures rather looking for new values from 
outside.   
 
How to change the mind-set? Policy, agreements, 
conferences? Possibly. But as the Neighbor program 
demonstrates simpler means might, in the long run, be 
more effective and sustainable in Art and Design 
environment.  Simply traveling around, meeting up and 
creating new friends.  
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